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C·O·NNECT
BUILD is /he firs' ever national Pubr/C Privat. Dialogue IPPD} Platform wol1<ing to promole lI>eprivale sea or
development lhrough policyreforms that intends to liftup Ihebusiness and investment climate ofBangladesh

Bangladesh towards urban resilience - Where are
we? Remaining gaps and priorities
To maximize the potential gains from trade, Bangladesh requires not just a
rule-based global trading system, but also

t~

scope to choose their own

policies to build diversified and resilient .business . At present, the trading
system places priority on liberalization and deregulation that has eclipsed
other issues, including movementsin the terms of trade, technology transfer,
non-tariff barriers and restrictive trade business practices- all of which
strongly affect trade performance of developing countries.
The Non Tariff Measures (NTM) Surveys across countries suggest that a
large proportion of companies are affected by NTM-related problems,
especially in the least developed countries. Many difficulties relate to NTMs
applied by countries within regional trade agreements. Across countries,
domestic impediments constitute a large share of reported obstacles.
BUILD in collaboration with International Trade Centre, Geneva,
organized a national stakeholder meeting in November, primary purpose

BU/LD Chairman Asif Ibrahim speaks at the Technical and Plenary Session during

of which was to validate the results of a survey conducted between April

the workshop

2014 and February 2015. The survey shows that NTMs affecting

A national workshop and Knowledge Fair on 'Disaster Risk Reduction

agricultural goods are mostly procedural obstacles (71%). while there,are

(ORR) and Climate Change Adaptation (CCA) in Bangladesh' was held

both regulatory and procedural obstacles (8%) and only regulatory

on November 24-25 , 2015, to discuss the key disaster management

I

obstacles, i.e, regulations too strict or difficult to comply with (12%). On a

issues and to showcase current disaster management initiatives in

specific case they mentioned that, when exporting spices to Bahrain,

Banglade sh.

Malaysia, Oman, Oatar, UAE. the authorities in the respective partner
countries ask for health certificate.

The event took place in line with the impending completion of the

BSTI is the only agency who issues the certificate which takes a long

and was inaugurated by Hon'ble Minister of Disaster Management

11-year Comprehensive Disaster Management Programme (CDMP)
time. Sometimes exporters face hassle in the port even causing delay

and Relief Mofazzal Hossain Chowdhury Maya (MP) on the first day

and cost enhancement for exports. Most of the procedural obstacles are

at the Milky Auditorium of the Department of Agricultural Extens ion

regulations in respect of technical requirernents, limited facilities for

(DAE ) in Dhaka.

testing in order to maintain conformity assessment, pre-shipment
inspection and other entry formalities, charges, taxes and other para-tariff

The opening sess ion was followed by technical sessions , plenary

measures, quality control measures, rules of origin and related certificate

sessions

of origin. Exporters of rice' and cereals, fish products, fruits and

developments of disaster management in Bangladesh. The event also

and

side

events, highlighting

the

achievements

and

vegetables, find that conformity assessment related to NTMs are difficult

demonstrated multiple stalls, posters and photos from different

to comply with. Food items (fresh and processed) face different types of

organizations working in disaster management in Bangladesh .

testing including Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCAP); j n ; ,
some cases, exporters needed to do the tests abroad or bring in foreign
inspectors which added costs and is also time consuming.

Md. Shah Kamal, Secretary of Ministry of Disaster Management and
Relief was the chief guest at the closing session on November 25, with
special guests Johan Frisell Ambassador to Swsdsn, Dr Akram H.

In addition , the findings of the survey provide valuable insights for policy
makers and allow them to better understand the current and specific
needs of the business sectors . To maximize the potential gains from
trade, Bangladesh Governm ent can better define the needs for action
and capacity building to tackle businesses' main concerns regarding
NTMs. Finally, the NTM survey results can serve Bangladesh's trade
negotiators, as the survey provides evidence of the difficulties faced due
to foreign NTMs by local exporters .

Chowdhu ry, Chairman , Barind Multipurpose Development Authority .
BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim spoke at the first plenary session on
Bangladesh Towards Urban Resilience. He highlighted the issues on
how business entrepreneurs can increase their resilience , presented
BUILD's activities and referred to Sendai as one of the ways to provide
directi ons to the private sector. He also mentioned that the private
sector, in order to reduce cost, is trying to go for cluster based approach
so that some common facilities for disaster preparedness can be

Ferdaus Ara Begum
CEO, BUILD

created .In this respect , he mentioned RMG Cluster and common
facilities for which private sector entrepreneurs are working.
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lTC-BUILD organized National Stakeholder
Meeting on NTMs

' J

'.,

H on'ble Minister of Disas ter Management and~'FIelief Molazzal Hossain Chowdhury
Maya (MP), Secretary of MoDMR , BUILD Chairman and CEO, UNDP Country Director
join Iheir hands for inaugurating the 2·Day Knowledge Fair on ORR and CAA

The national workshop and knowledqe fair served to simultaneously
celebrate and showcase the progress made in disaster management in
accordance , with the Hyogo Framework for Action and the subsequent
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction .
A number of stalls were showcased on different DRR and CCA practices

(Left to right) Shafqal Haid er, Dire ctor of FBCCI , Hossa in Khale d. DCCI Pres ident,
Asif Ibrahim, BUILD Chainnan, Abdul Mal/ub Ahmed, FBCCI Proskient , Mondher
Mimouni, Chief, Markel Analysis and Research of ITC speak at Ihe Na lional
~akeh older Meet ing on Non-tariff Measures.

and approaches to provide infonnation on current developments of
Disaster Management by selected institutions. BUILD also participated

Represen\atives of leading Chambers and Ministries , other 'public

in the Poster and Photo Competition and won an Award at the Fair.

agencies and the Bangladeshi business community met and discussed
ways to overc ome trade impediments faced by exporters and importers
in Bangladesh .
I

The meeting was held under the title of 'National Stakeholder Meeling on
Non Tariff Measures (NTMs)'at DCCI Auditorium on 9 November 2015
organized by the International Trade Chamber and Business Initiative
Leading Development (BUILD). The insights and recommendations of
the meeting will be incorporated in the final NTM country report on
Bangladesh , which will be published as part of the lTC's series on NTMs
reports throughout the globe.
Discussions during the event was based upon the results of a
large-scale survey, which was carried out by the International Trade
Centre (ITC) of around 1,000 interviews with exporters and importers.
BUtLD CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum recei ves an award (or pas fer pres enlalion on ORR

The primary purpose of the meeting was to validate the results ot the
NTM survey and to 'Initiate discussions in order \0 identity necessary
follow up actions and recommendations to remedy the problems .
According to the study, a large number of exporters in the country are
affected by burdensome regulations. In contrast, companies appear to
be much less affected while importing.
The survey found that the majority of the burdensome partner country
regulations experienced by Bangladeshi exporters were conformity
assessment requirements. A large share of these difficulties was due to
product certification, testing and inspection requirements.
Most of the troubl esome regulations faced by exporters seem to
originale from the European Union. However, when compared to the
share of Bangladeshi products it buys (54%), the share of non-tariff
measures (NTMs) attributed to EU is relatively lower (40%). Given the
relatively small size of the South Asian Association for Regional

Asif Ibrahim, Chairman, BUILD explains sc tivities of BUILD to Hon'ble Minister of

Disaster Management and Belief Mofazzal Hossain ChoWdhury Maya (M P), UNDP
Country Director Pau line Tamesis and UNDP Assist ant Country Direc tor Khursh id
Al am along with Ferdau s Ara Begum , CEO, BUILD are amo ng others seen in Ihe
BUtLD Stall.

Cooperati on (SMRC) market for Bangladeshi exporters (2%), the share
of burdensome NTMs that originate from this region is quite high (10%).
Most of these NTM cases are applied by India, Bangladesh 's largest
export destination in SMRC.
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Bangladeshi garment exports also experience NTMs relating to rules of
origin. Regulations on rules of origin require exporters to meet a given
minimum level of local content and to obtain related documents or a

Entrepreneurs underscored the need for
research at the Dialogue on Industrial Policy

I

certificate of origin.
However, one of the major difficulties experienced by exporters is customs
clearance

issues

in

Bangladesh.

For

instance,

the

business

representatives reported severe delays and costs in inspection processes.
The results of the NTM survey of Bangladesh will help the country take a
holistic look al all policies and measures that have an impact on its ability
to trade, enhance competitiveness and develop irs exports. Obtaining
greater transparency on NTMs allows-for

~~Iated domestic reform of

institutions and policies. Understanding enterprises' concerns with NTMs
will assist the country to take concrete steps to alleviate the problems, for
example, by building national capacity in a number of areas including
compliance with technical regulations.
In the inaugural session, FBCCI and DCCI President and BUILD Chairman
laid emphasis on removing barriers to promote import and export.
"From the business perspective, even legitimate NTMs can become a

Han'ble Minister for Industries Amir Hossain Amu, (M.P) speaks at the dialogue in
presence of ICC-B President Asi! Ibrahim, Former President of FBCCI AK Azad
end BUILD Chairman Asib Ibrahim.

trade barrier, as the compliance with NTMs can require additional costs
and extra lime, which reduces the competitiveness of products", the report

Interna tional Chamber of Commerce (ICC) - Bangl adesh arranged a

mentioned.

dialog ue on Indust rial Policy on 17th December 2015 at the

According to the NTM survey in Bangladesh, a large number of the

Hon'ble Minister for Industries Amir Hossain Amu (M.P), graced the

conference room of Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Indust ry.
exporters reported that they have experienced difficulties with NTMs

occasion as Ihe Ch ief Guest. Md. Mosharrat Hossain Bhuiyan ndc,

applied by destination markets or by Bangladesh. So we can say that a

Secretary, Ministry of Industri es was the

"Sound understanding of the business perspective of NTMs is c ritical for

expressed gratitude to BUILD for support ing the divisional level

governmenls to successfully identity and define national strategies and

stakeholder cons ultations on the draft national lndustrlal Policy 2015.

Special Guest, who

policies that help overcome barriers to trade", said Abdul Matlub Ahmad,
Entrepreneurs at the dialogue suggested settin g up an 'Information

President of FBCC'

and Research Cell ' at the Industries Ministry to help build a stronger
BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim said- "It is important to understand the

industr ial sector in the country . They said that issues like establishing

non-tarirt obstacles to trade exporters and importers experience when

such an import ant cell need to be incorporated in the new industrial

trading their goods. Exporting companies seeking access to foreign

policy as many entr epreneurs rush for similar industries for lack of

markets and companies importing products need to comply with a wide

adequate statistics and informationon industries.

range of requirements".
BUILD Chairm an Asif Ibrahim underscored a one stop service at the
Industries Secretary Md Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan ndc. explained that

Ministry of Industrie s (Mol ) and revised definition s of indu stries in a

we need to look at NTM from both sides, those within the country and those

practi cal way and identif icatio n and reform ation of sic k industries.

that affect exporters trying to enter into a new market. He fl.lrlher opined
that industrial policy could work as

avehicle to address some NTM issues.

Mondher Mimouni, Chief, Market Analysis and Research, ITC mentioned
that "NTMs are a growing trade barrier, especially for companies from
developing countries. The ITC NTM surveys which has been implemented
in over 30 developing countries attempts 10 identity these obstacles and
attempt to resolve the difficullies of the business sector. He explaqined
thai, "in Bangladesh, the survey shows that there is a need to improve
capacity of Bangladeshi companies as well as improve efficiencies in the
various agencies:'
BUILD CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum, Samidh Shrestha, Market Analysis and
Saidul Haq, SRG Bangladesh, Dr Syed Humayun Kabir, Director General
of SARSO, Ali Ahmed, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Bangladesh
Md Khairuzzaman Mazumder,

Deputy Chief of Party, USAID Bangladesh Trade Facilitation (BTFA)
Project, Yasmin Sultana, Joint Secretary of MOl were present and spoke
at the meeting.

PPP in Jakarta
The 2nd Regional Dialogue Public-Private Partnership (PPP) in Disaster
Risk Management will take place on 20 January 20.16 at Borobudur
Hotel, Jakarta - Indonesia, which is jointly organized by the Task Force
and Asia Pacific Alliance for Disaster Management with the support of
the Indonesian National Platform on Disaster Risk Reduction and Artha

Research from lTC, Dr. Selim Raihan of University of Dhaka I SANEM, M

Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI) and Dr

BUILD supports the 2nd Regional Dialogue

Graha Network of Corporations.
BUILD is extending secretarial and techninical service for this program.
BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim is also the Chairman of ESBN Taskforce
on Disaster Risk Reduction. The network estab lished a Ta sk Force on
Disaster Risk Reduction to strengthen disaster resilience and to promote
disaster risk-informed investment and business process. BUILD CEO
Ferdaus Ara Begum is one of the Task Force Members.
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Upcoming Event

.

Preparatory Meetings for the Summit

Bangladesh
Investment

&POLlCY~
SUMMIT ~

Creating Opportunitiesfor Investors

Date: Jaunary 24-25, 2016
Venue: Radisson Blu Hotel, Dhaka

.

Features
of the Summit
.

.

A preparatory meeting with all organisers of coming Bangladesh Investment and
Policy Summit 2016 was held on December 8,2015 in fhe Board.Room of BOI.
The meeting was chaired by Board of tnvestment (Bol) Executive Chairman Syed
A Samad, Ph.D. Nabhash Chandra Mandai, Executive Member, Tauhidur
Rahman Khan, Director (Joint Secretary), BOI, BUtLD Chairman Asif Ibrahim and
CEO Ferdaus Am Begum and CCCI President Mahabubul Alam were present
among others. A number of tiiscusions held to design the Summit.

Anolher preparatory meeting with the Joint Chambers and Associations
":las held on 20 December 2015 for the Summit for discussing their

Chief Guest:

Honourable Prime Minister of
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

views and opinions on the Summit.
BOI Executive Chairman also sat with BUILD Chairman and CEO,
FBCCI President at Westin Hotel on December 29,2015 to discuss the
key issues for making the event a success .

10

\

sessions

INAUGURAL
2 Plenary
Sessions
S Business
sessions
1 Country
Session
CLOSING

The Vice Chancellor of Dhaka University Professor Dr. MMS Arefin Siddique
speaks at the coordination meeting.

media briefs . ~
".

University of Dhaka on December 22, 2015

-

hosted a coordination

meeting of the Bangladesh Investment and Policy Summit jointly
organised by BUILD and Board of Investment.
The Vice Chancellor of Dhaka University Professor Dr. A A M S Arefin
Siddique chaired the meeting and agreed to support the Summit in all
respects. Dr Delwar Hossain, Professor of Departmeni of International
Relations , Dhaka University were present. BUILD CEO Ferdaus Ara
Begum , Tauhldur Rahman, Joint Secretary of Board of Investment,

speakers

Mohammad Lutfullah, Operations Officer , Trade and Competitiveness

participants

of World Bank Group and Md. Rashedur Rahman, Assistant Professor

at Department

JOINTLY HOSTED BY

of Intemational Business, University of Dhaka briefed

the VC thoroughly on all aspects of the Summit.
The VC expressed the need to work for encouraging investment in the
education sector and in that respect, he said prominent investors can
be attracted. At the end

Board of Investment

Business Initiative LeadingOevelopme"l

Prime Minister's Office

at the meeting,

a set of publications of BUILD

was handed over La the VC with some copies for the library .
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Partners' Corner
The other members of the MCCI committee are: MAnis Ud Dowla,

DCCI re-elects Hossain Khaled as

Simeen Hossain, Tabith M Awal, Md Saifullslam, Rubaiyat Jamil, Nihad

President for 2016

Kabir, Habibullah N Karim, Adeeb H Khan, Francois de Maricourt and
Kamran T Rahman.'

MCCI plans lab for next generation entrepreneurs

BUILD CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum congratulates DCCI President Hossain Khaled
for being re-elected.

Hossain Khaled has been re-elected as President of Dhaka Chamb~r or
Commerce and Industry (DCCI) for the year 2016. Humayun Rashid has
also been re-elected as Senior Vice President while K.Atique-e-Rabbani,
FCA has been elected as Vice President of DCCI for the year 2016.

T~e

new Board of Directors took over charge at the 54th Annual General
Meeting (AGM) of DCC] at its Auditorium held on December 12, 2015.

Syed Nasim Manzur speaks at the conterence

The newly elected Directors for the term 2016-18 are Kamrul Islam,
FCA, Mamun Akbar, Md. Alauddin Malik, Riyadh Hossain and Salim

The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Dhaka (MCCI)

Akhter Khan.

plans to set up a lab, called 'Future Lab' to facilitate grooming the next
generation entrepreneurs with the help of internationally-acclaimed

Syed Nasim Manzur re-elected for 2016
as MCCt President

scientists, academicians and investors .
Students, researchers and entrepreneurs can come up with ideas at the
Future Lab to make this happen.The announcement came at a

Syed Nasim Manzur, Managing Director of Apex Footwear Limited, has

programme in the city recently. Acclaimed scientist and Physics

been re-elected as the President of Metropolitan Chamber of ,Commerce

Professor of Princeton University in the USA, Dr. M. Zahid Hasan was

and Industry (MCCI). Dhaka, for 2016. MCCI also elected Akhter Matin

the key speaker at the programme. Former Bangladesh Bank Governor

Chaudhury, Chairman and Managing Director of Nuvista Pharma, as its

Dr. Mohammed Farashuddin moderated the dialogue .

Vice President.

The MCCI organised the event, tilled 'Educalion and Scientific Innovation

The election took place at the Chamber's 111th annual general meeting

• . - Pathways for a new Poverty-Free World'. Some 500 students attended

on Decemeber 22, 2016. Nasim Manzur has investments in Apex

the programme from universities. Dr. M Zahid Hasan said Bangladeshi

Tannery, Apex Pharma, Apex Investments and in joint venture

youths have done well in many countries in the world in many academic

companies, including Blue Ocean Footwear, Grey Advertising , and

fields. He said he was working on bridging the gap between Bangladeshi

Quantum Consumer Solutions.

and developed world educational institutions . Syed Nasim Manjur,

He also sits on the board of Pioneer Insurance and Guardian Life

academic thinking, "Innovate, think out of the box and don't stop

Insurance while, Akhter Matin Chaudhury is a fellow of the Institute of

dreaming," he made the call to the young minds in the audience .

President of MCCI, said the country has a track record of innovative and

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Bangladesh, and the Instilute of Chartered Secretaries of

Dr. M Zahid Hasan led an international team to the discovery of an

Bangladesh. He is also a member of the executive commiftee of

elusive mass-less particle-Weyl fermion named after mathematician and

Bangladesh Association of Pharmaceutical Industries.

physicist Hermann Wey!.
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UK, Bangladesh, Nepal and China Discuss

BUILD joins Peer-to-Peer Learning Workshop of IFC

Community-based Disaster Risk Reduction
~

- - - - -  --
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Along with Wendy Jo Wemer Country Manager for Bangladesh Bhutan & Nepal, fFC
and WBG, all participants of Peer to Peer Leaming Workshop sland toqetner in Syrhet.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), the private sector lending
arm of the World Bank arranged a two -day workshop at the Hotel the
Palace , at Bahubal Sylhet during December 2-4 where governmenl,
private sector, think tanks , and development partners shared their

BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim speaks at the workshop in China.

experience and key lessons on investment climate improvement
On 30 November 2015, the United Nations Development Programme

efforts in Bangladesh .

(UNDP) China, as part of the Sharing and Learning on Community
IFC, through its Bangladesh Investment Climate Fund (BICF), has

Based Disaster Management in Asia Project (CBDM Asia Phase II),

been supporting the government for the last eight years to introdu ce

co-hosted a 'Multi-stakeholder Partnership in Community-based

business reforms for a better business climate and so far thirty notable

Disaster Risk Reduction (CBDRR) Workshop' in Chengdu , China.

changes have infused impetus to policy and regulatory framework.
l

BUILD- a reform catalyst of BICF shared its experiences on Public
Private Intertace: Effective Dialogue for Credible Reforms. BUilD
CEO , Ferdau s Ara

Begum explained that BUILD is the first ever

private

research-backed

sector-led

fact-based

Public

Private

Dialogue(PPD) Platform in the country is working for private sector
development

by

providing

business

support

servi ces

through

regulatory process simplification and thus reducing cost of doing

The meeting , organized in partnership with the Department for
International Development of the UK (DFID) and the National Disa ster
Reduction Center of Ch ina (NDRCC) and brought together
governments , enterprises, academia, civil society organizations from
China , Bangladesh, Nepal and the UK to share ideas and good
practices of multi-stakeholder engagement in CBDRR and of building
effective multi -stakeholder partnership to strengthen disaster
management.

business towards unlocking business potentials.
BUILD

Chairman Asif

Ibrahim

facilitated the

closing

themalic

Shaikh Yusuf Harun, Director General, PMO said PSDPCC is the only

discussion session of the Chengdu workshop and said "Private sector

strategic publi c sector platform for private sector policy coordination ,

engagements are essential for the multi-stakeholder partnership

review ,

specifically in industrial belts".

identification

of

investment

barrier s

and

fostering

public-private cooperation . PSDPCC has 61 % representation from the
public sector and 39% from the private sector. He added , BUILD is
presenting the research-ba cked " policy papers and working as the
strategic partner and

providing all secretarial service s to this high

Meeting at IFC to discuss Investment

& Policy Summit preparations

powered committee.
Dr. M Masrur Reaz, Program Manag er, WBG
learnt from the interaction,

summari~ed

the lessons • .

which are; change of mind sets ,

public-private collaboration, changed management plan , capacity
bUilding and proper resource planning , ICT led reform for shared
development, interoperability as the case in Singapore for which they
are the numb er one in the cost of doing busine ss index, and
awareness to build better own ership.
Senior level officials Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of AgricUlture, Board
of Investment, Rajdhani Unnayan Kartipakkha (RAJ UK), Registrar of Joint
Stock Companies and Firms, were among others present in the meeting
and shared their experiences. In the private sector, representalives of
Policy Research Institute (PRI), Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (DCCI), International Chamber of Commerce-Bangladesh
(ICC-B) were present and spoke on the occasion.

(L to R) BUILD CEO Ferdaus Am Begum, Chairman Asif Ibrahim meet the M
Masrur Reaz PhD, BfCF, WB Trade & Competitiveness Program Manager and
Mohammed untuuer, Operations officer, W8G .
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Reform Implementation

BUILD Chairman moderates ORR session

' .

BOT 100 crore for Tea Sector

A Workshop on 'Accessing Green Climate Fund Opportunities, Options

A proposal on "Policy Simplification for Financing Tea Sector" was

and Challenges for the Private Sectors and CSOs' was held on

presented in the 4th Financial Sector Development Working Committee
Meeting of BUILD and 7th PSDPCC meeting at PMO. Bangladesh Bank

November 8,2015 at the Bangabandhu International Conference Centre

has agreed all the recommendations placed in the meeting. Recently

Authority (NDA) of Bangladesh, ERD, Ministry of Finance, Government

(BICC), Dhaka. The workshop was organized by National Designated

Bangladesh Bank sent a draft agreement through its agricultural loan

of Bangladesh in' partnership with UNDP, GIZ, BRAC, liED and

and financial service inclusion division to Krishi Bank informing that a

ICCCAD.Asif Ibrahim moderates the session on Green Climate Fund&

financing scheme of taka 100 crore for Tea ~ector to support the project:
Extension of Tea in Virgin land of ~isting.. Tea Stales, which was

Private sector in this area.

Private Sector. He highlighted

th~

'opportunities and Challenges for

proposed by Bangladesh Tea Board ofMinislry of Commerce.

-

UNDP will work along with GIZ, ICCAD and BRAC to develop the

Seed Sector now in the new Industrial Policy
Seed has now been included in the draft Industrial Policy-2015.
"Research and Development for Quality Seed" has been included as a
service Sector. To better support the Seed Industry, inclusion of "Seed
Protection, Research, Processing and Preservation" instead of Seed
Processing and Preservation has been included in the draft Industrial
Policy-2015. BUILD initiated research on this issue and proposed to
include it in the Industrial Policy.

workshop proceedings and to disseminate widely . A report will be
prepared to gamer and accumulate the cross country and in country
experiences highlighted in the workshop. The report will also include the
information for determining the National Implementing Entity (NIE) and
for the benefits of NDA of Bangladesh to develop further plan of action
on mobilizing the private sector through the GCF's PSF.

World Bank Group Team Meeting with BUILD
BUILD Scope

..

Alternative Dispute Resolution (AOR)

A 3-Member Delegation from World Bank Group had a meeting

at

Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD) office on December

ADR is a mediation process where unresolved issues can be solved

15,2015 for having a discussion on BUILD and its plans to contribute for

through a structured system where an independent facilitator or case

the private sector development in future. Etienne Ratti Kechichian,

manager appraises the evolved issue (by examining allied fact and

Senior PSD Specialist, World Bank Group, Sumit Manchanda, Senior

figures) outside the court . Total number of unresolved cases is 25

Private Sector Development Specialist and Global Lead, PPD, World

thousand where revenue stuck amount is BOT 30 billion. BUILD is

Bank Group, Anja Robakowski-Van Stralen, Global PPD, attended the

conducting a study to propose some policy simplifications on ADR.

meeting.

Mohammed

Lutfullah

Operations

Officer,

Trade

&

Competitiveness WBG was also present.

Energy and Power sector face multiple taxation

A presentation on BUILD was made by CEO BUILD Ferdaus Ara Begum

Energy and Power.sector are highly important to achieve the goals of

where she explained elaborately how the organization is initiating the

Bangladesh to be Middle income country by 2021 and to graduate to

research and process flow of different stages of reforms milestones so

Developed nationby 2041. To be with the visionary trend, power sector

far BUILD has been able to achieve.

needs to grow at 15% but power companies end up cutting at source
dividend tax both at the project company level and again on.the holding
company level, resulting in the same dividend getting taxed multiple
times. As a result, foreign and local investors are discouraged that
leads to a very poor situation in "Mezzanine equity structure". This
anomalous tax policy is attecting FDI negatively and discourage overall
investment in Energy and Power sector which need to be addressed on
the basis of high priority. BUILD is conducting a study to be presented
in its next Taxation Working Committee Meeting.

Etienne Kechichian shared his experience and wanted to know about the
energy eHicient machineries and policies of the govemment in this
respect. Transition of the project working for Textile sector in the name of
Partnership for Cleaner Textile came up in the discussion, regarding water
use how entrepreneurs would be trained and how profiteering issues will
be int,egrated is one of the main questions. Energy etttciencies and in that
respect how policies can be made more supportive also discussed.
Manchanda wanted to know about the filtration process of the reform
cases and how working committee activities and PSDPCC integrates in
the total lifespan of a reform implementation . He raised a point on how to

BUILD's Articles in important dailies

make these issues inclusive rather than going for sector specific. BUILD

Disaster Risk Reduction and Investment

CEO referred the lndustrlal policy and in this respect its involvement with

www.lhelinancialexpress-bd.coml2015/11/15/117768

the Ministry of Industries to make it more inclusive.

Electrical and electronics goods: The sector needs policy support

~

..

hltp:/fold.lhelinancialexpress-bd.coml2015/11/24/120200

BUILD CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum while explaining its activities shared

Inspiring Business for Green Growth

experiences of PPD activities and wanted to know the best alternatives

hltp://old.thelinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/12/19/125973

and best practices. BUILD Research Associates presented their

~'l'1f4R!>C'6~~

respective activities while the delegation had a quick run down of each

hltp://www.bonikbarta.coml2015-12-24/news/delailsf60071

and every departments of BUILD.

~
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ORR Report Launching

BUILD CEO FerdausAra Begum and a team from Intemational Trade Centre
met the World Bank .(Bangladesh) Lead Economist Dr. Zahid Hussain
(middle) to discuss the results of the NTM survey done by ITC in order to
identify necessary follow-up actions and recommendation to overcome the
Puji PUji ono, Advis er of UESCAP, BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim and CEO F.erdaus
Ara Begum alo ng with other offic ials of BUILD launched the Sum mary Rep ort of the
Firs/ Bangladesh Resilience Dialogue of Private Sector at the Knowle dge Fair of
CDMP on 24 Novemb er 2015

problems. Mondher Mimouni- Chief, Market Analysis and Research, Samidh
Shrestha, Market Analyst, Marie-Claude Frauenrath, Senior Trade Promotion

Officer of International Trade Centre were from ITC.

BUILD at Consultation Seminar on UNDP Country

World Bank Team at BUILD

Programme Document 2017-2021
As part of preparations for the next United Nations Development
Assistance Framework for Bangladesh (2017-2021 ), UNDP organized a
breakfa st meeting at the UNDP office on Novemb er 30, 2015 . BUILD
I

CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum represented the private sector and said we
need more investment which is one of the challenges for Bangladesh at
this stage of development if we look for fulfiling the target of 7th FYP.
She highlighted prioritization of challenges and an integrated approach
to solve the problem. Regarding enhanced civic engagement, she
requested for civic and entrep reneurs' engagement. Good governance
through institutional developm ent is another priority.
UNDP

has been

supporting Banglade sh for preparing national

governance indicators and assessment fram ework. supporting to make

Etienne Kechichian, Senior Specialist, Climate Efficient Indus/ries, Anja Robakowski
Van StraJen, Global PPD, World Bank Group, Sumil Mancha and M Lutsullah,
operations officer, of World Bank along with BUILD Team pose a l the premise of
BUILD on December 15, 20 15 after a meeting. The meeting had a discussion on
BUILD and it is planning to contribute to the private sec/or development in tuuue.

an action plan for implementation of the Sendai Framework, and
organizing round table discussions on local implement ation of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Aig1l< informaiion at the nghlBsl moment is a musl tor susta mame business. BUILD
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the access 10 lo l orm a~on end loo~ the challenge (0 ease

bus.ness 'or the ~rs l IJmein Bangladesh. The Bui lness S'la(l-up Licenses - A Regulal0l)' Guide (4l,1l edillon). a gist 01 about 300 Bumess uenses along
wf1.h renewal will be lcnched by ti'1e Hon'bte Prime Mr{uster ShelWl l-lasina. MP in January 2016 31lhe 8Mgladesh InvesbTJenl and Policy Sommrt

organized'bythe Board of lnvea tment and BUILO"SUlLO has also ptJ b~ slied (wo sec~oraJ SusinessStart-up IicenSIr\9 gUIde books: Fisl1and FISheries
BusinessStart-up Lrcensas: A RegulatoryGuide and Pttarmaceut icajsBusinessSa.art·up tf censes- A RegufatoryGuide whfch provide a On" stopserv ice
for all new antS veteran erareprenews who are looking lor Reg~sv a~ o n!LJ ce nselPerrrll ssronlAp p roval or Cerriricate tor their respective busmesses
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Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD)
DCCI Building (9th Floor), 65-66Motijheel Commercia! Area, Dheka-1000, Bangladesh.
Phone : + 880-2-9569961,9561388, E-mail: info@buildbd. org. www.buildbd.com
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